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Introduction

 Task Definition
 The input of this problem is multi-structured data, including structured  

data (infobox form), semi-structured data(tables and lists) and non-
structured data (free text).

 The output is <entity1, relation, entity2>, we call it entity relation 
which is represented in triples.

 An example:
 given  the sentence “姚明出生于上海” (Yao Ming was born in 

Shanghai)  as input, the relation extraction algorithm should extract  
    “<姚明, 出生地, 上海>”(Yao Ming, birthplace, Shanghai)from it.



Introduction
 Significance:

 These fact triples can be used to build a large, high-quality knowledge 
base, which can benefit to a wide range of NLP tasks, such as question 
answering, ontology learning, knowledge graph and summarization.

 Challenge of Chinese language:
 Current research mainly focuses on the processing of English resource  

and the study conducted on Chinese corpus is less.
 Chinese language need word segmentation, and the proper nouns don’t 

have the first letter capitalized. The Chinese entity relation extraction is 
more difficult and more challenging. 



Our Framework

 Our framework:
 We first build a Chinese semantic knowledge base, using the corpus of  

Douban web pages, Baidu encyclopedia and Hudong encyclopedia. 
 An  improved selecting candidate sentences method trained by CRF  model is 

used to extract high frequency relation words of the knowledge base.
 The method based on some simple rules and knowledge base is used to extract 

low-frequency relation words.



Our Framework

 Chinese Semantic Knowledge Base Construction
 We extract the infobox knowledge from these corpus and represent them in 

triples format <arg1 , rel, arg2> , like< 中国,  首都,  北京>, and then store 
these triples in our knowledge base. 

 We should first traverse our knowledge base to get the frequency of this 
relation word.

 If the frequency number is greater than 500, the corresponding relation is high-
frequency; otherwise we regard it as low-frequency relation.



Our Framework

 Candidate sentences selecting method
 Traverse the knowledge base to get the corresponding <arg1, rel, arg2> triples.
 These triples are used to locate candidate  sentences in  wiki-page by a scoring 

model.
 To generate testing data

• do word segmentation and pos tagging for the candidate sentences which are 
chose as training data, and then choose the nouns and verbs

• choose the top-n highest frequency words as key words;
• these key words are used to determine the candidate sentences for extracting

 For a triple <arg1, rel, arg2>, we train conditional random field model to  
label the arg2 in the testing data.

 Finally convert the annotation results to entity relation triples.



Our Framework

 Candidate sentences selecting method



Our Framework

 The heuristic rules based method
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Experiments

 The Comparison of Various Methods of Select Candidate 
Sentences

 1, the real results should be better than shown above
 2, the extraction results of different relation words vary a lot, some results are very 

good, but some are not. 
 3, the method of label 2 can get the highest precision and the method of label 3 can 

get the highest recall, and it is hard to conclude which method can get the highest 
F1 value. 

 4,The method of label 2 can get accurate and related training data, so this method 
can achieve the highest precision. The method of label 3 can get abundant training 
data to achieve the highest recall.



Experiments
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Experiments

 The Competition of Sougou Web-based Entity Relation Extraction 

 We  adopt  different  methods  to  extract  different  frequency  relation  words. 
 An  improved selecting candidate sentences  method  trained  by  conditional  

random  field  model  is  used  to  extract  high-frequency relation words of the 
knowledge base.

 And the method based on some si mple rules and knowledge base is used to 
extract low-frequency relation words.

 Finally  we  submitted  a  total  of  364944  triples.  The  precision  is  46.3%  
and  we rank the fourth place.
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